BEEHIVE LANE COMMUNITY PRIMARY SCHOOL

‘Releasing the Potential Within All’
School Improvement Plan for Pupils 2017-18
Each year, we look at how we can further improve and develop our school. As pupils at Beehive Lane School, what
can we do to achieve our aims?
What We Aim To Do
We want to achieve excellent standards in reading,
being able to reflect, discuss and debate
We want to be wonderful writers, including using
super sentences, amazing vocabulary and spellings
We want to be confident in reasoning and explaining
in Maths and be great at mental maths!

We want to develop ‘GRIT’ - we want to become
determined, independent learners
Develop Spiritual, Moral, Social and Cultural
understanding

We want us ALL to succeed, be safe, be
committed and aspire to do our very best.

How can we achieve this?
Read at least five times a week with our parents and discuss the text and answer questions on
it;
Discuss and debate the issues in stories and non-fiction read with an adult
We use grammatically correct and interesting sentences in our talking and writing;
Adopt a ‘can do’ attitude to writing at all times and aim high to improve;
Work hard at our writing targets in lessons and assess ourselves against them;
Take
pride
our work,
including
producing
neat
handwriting;
Practise
ourinmental
maths
targets
every day
using
our stepped targets in our homework books;
Take
responsibility
to
ensure
our
homework
tasks
are
completed
to from
a highthe
standard.
Solve problems as often as we can with our parents,
using
examples
real world, eg.
shopping, giving change, managing pocket money, time telling, recognising shapes and angles,
solving puzzles and logic problems;
We will ensure homework tasks are completed on time and to the best of our ability.

We will show determination and ‘stick at’ tasks to improve – not letting failure prevent trying
over and over again to improve and succeed (discussing famous examples often helps)
We will learn about Britain as a nation and discuss some news stories and events of national
interest;
We learn and celebrate British values of democracy, liberty, rule of law and mutual respect
between different faiths and beliefs;
We will develop as local, national and global citizens and be aware of events happening around
the world;
We will discuss how technology enables communication around the world and compare and
contrast experiences of those abroad to their own.
We will work hard to achieve our targets and set ourselves personal challenges to achieve;
We will complete homework tasks to high standard;
We will discuss e-safety with our parents and ensure they are clear about the potential
dangers of internet contact;
We will learn and understand what to do if we feel threatened or bullied, on-line or in the real
world;
We will take a full part in computing lessons, activities and discussions on e-safety.

